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ilarity (distance)-based Class-Proximity Planes. The Class Proximity Projections are extensions of our ear-
lier relative distance plane mapping, and thus provide a more general and uniﬁed approach to the
simultaneous classiﬁcation and visualization of many-feature datasets. The mappings display all L-
dimensional instances in two-dimensional coordinate systems, whose two axes represent the two dis-
tances of the instances to various pre-deﬁned proximity measures of the two classes. The Class Proximity
mappings provide a variety of different perspectives of the dataset to be classiﬁed and visualized. We
report and compare the classiﬁcation and visualization results obtained with various Class Proximity Pro-
jections and their combinations on four datasets from the UCI data base, as well as on a particular high-
dimensional biomedical dataset.
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The promise and potential of noninvasive diagnosis/prognosis
of diseases and disease states is the principal reason for acquiring
speciﬁc types of biomedical data (e.g., spectra or gene microarrays)
from bioﬂuids and tissues. However, such data are characterized by
relatively few instances (samples) (N = O(10)–O(100)), initially in a
very high-dimensional feature space, with dimensionality
L = O(1000)–O(10,000). These two characteristics lead to the twin
curses of dimensionality and dataset sparsity [38]. Any analysis of
such data calls for special considerations. To lift the curse of
dimensionality, the obvious, standard course of action is to carry
out feature selection/extraction/generation (this may be avoided
by using kernel SVMs, but with a concomitant loss of interpretabil-
ity). Many approaches are possible. A particular, powerful version
is a dissimilarity (distance)-based, dimensionality-reducing map-
ping/projection from L to two dimensions (only two, because we
shall consider only 2-class problems. Higher dimensional map-
pings are also feasible; however, in more than three dimensions
the classiﬁcation results cannot be visualized.) Naturally, mapping
to lower dimensions inevitably leads to information loss; hence,
not all original distances can be preserved exactly. A number of
projection methods, e.g., Isomap [42], Multidimensional Scaling
[6], etc. attempt to minimize the projection errors for all distances.
However, as we have shown earlier for the relative distance plane011 Published by Elsevier Inc. All r
Somorjai).(RDP) mapping [39], the exact preservation of all distances is not
necessary for an exact visualization in some distance plane. The rel-
ative distance plane is created by any instance’s two relative dis-
tances (two new features) to any pair of other instances, one from
each class. Furthermore, the mapping appears to preserve what-
ever class separation exists in the original feature space. A direct
classiﬁcation in this projected distance plane is then feasible and
may reveal additional, useful information about the originally
high-dimensional dataset (see e.g., [41]).
Encouraged by the successes and promise of the RDP mapping,
in this work we explore and extend this dissimilarity-based con-
cept. Of course, dissimilarity/distance-based classiﬁcation is not
new. In fact, all nearest neighbor classiﬁers [9,11] are distance
based. ‘‘Instance-based classiﬁcation’’ is a generalization of this
model-free approach, also using nearest neighbor concepts (e.g.,
[44]). Since the early 2000s, Duin’s group has been advocating dis-
tance-based classiﬁcation, e.g., in [33,35,29,30,34], etc. For a thor-
ough discussion of many relevant theoretical and practical issues,
see [36].
The possibility of converting L-dimensional (L arbitrary) data-
sets into 2-dimensional equivalents via general and adaptable dis-
tance-based mappings is very attractive and has important
implications, especially for L N. The most general conceptual
extension and subsequent implementation of such a mapping re-
quire selecting both a class proximity measure p and a distance/dis-
similarity measure D. (Note that dissimilarity is the more general
concept and does not have to be a metric.) We may create a ﬂexibleights reserved.
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wide range of [p; D] pairs. An important extension of this mapping
process is the use of class-dependent [p; D] pairs, i.e., in its most
general form ½pk1;Dk1 for class 1, ½pm2;Dm2 for class 2. An example is
Regularized Discriminant Analysis, with different Djs for the two clas-
ses [18,15]. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis is a special case. Other
[pk; Dk] choices are (K1, K2)-NN classiﬁers, K1– K2 [19]. Paredes
and Vidal introduced a class-dependent dissimilarity measure
[31]. Class-dependent PCA/PLS is often used in the popular soft-
ware SIMCA-P ([12]).
Here we introduce and discuss a few of the many possibilities,
both for distance/dissimilarity and class proximity measures. We
implemented the majority of these in our software CPP (Class Prox-
imity Projector, vide infra). The major goal and thrust of the paper
is threefold: (a) Choose different class proximity measures (pms) to
represent the two classes in different ways. (b) Select a distance
measure D. (c) With this D, compute and display the two distances
d1(Z), d2(Z) of an instance Z to the chosen pm.
The article is organized as follows. In the Introduction, we al-
ready discussed the motivation for using a distance-dependent
approach for both the visualization and classiﬁcation of high-
dimensional data. Next, we deﬁne and list the various common dis-
tance measures we may use. This is followed by the description of
several possible class representations and class proximity mea-
sures. In particular, we introduce, discuss and compare four major
categories for representing and positioning an instance in a Class
Proximity (CP) plane. In the Results and Discussion section we ﬁrst
illustrate in detail, on a high-dimensional biomedical (metabolo-
mic) dataset (1H NMR spectra of a bioﬂuid) several feasible possi-
bilities and processes, based on concepts of the Class Proximity
Projection approach. We repeat this process for four datasets from
the UCI Repository. We conclude with general observations and a
summary.
1.1. Distance measures D
Consider a two-class dataset, and assume that the data com-
prise N instances in an L-dimensional feature space. Thus the origi-
nal mth instance vector Z(m) has L components ½ZðmÞ1 ; . . . ; ZðmÞL ,
m = 1, . . . , N, N = N1 + N2, with Nk instances in class k, k = 1, 2.
For computing the distance dmn between instances Z(m) and Z(n),
we have implemented several distance measures D (throughout,
the superscript t denotes the transpose).
1.1.1. Minkowski (MNK) distance
dmnðMNKðcÞÞ  dðZðmÞ; ZðnÞ; MNKðcÞÞ ¼ fRLk¼1 j ZðmÞk  ZðnÞk jcg1=c
c = 1, 2, 1 correspond to the Manhattan, Euclidean and Chebychev
(max norm) distances, respectively; c is an optimizable parameter.
The following distance measures require the class covariance
matrices S1 and S2. All analytical formulae presented assume that
the class distributions are Gaussian; however, we shall also use
them for arbitrary distributions.
1.1.2. Anderson–Bahadur (AB) distance
dmnðABðaÞÞ  dðZðmÞ; ZðnÞ; ABðaÞÞ
¼ ½ðZðmÞ  ZðnÞÞtSðaÞ1ðZðmÞ  ZðnÞÞ1=2
S1, S2 are the training set estimates of the class covariance matrices.
SðaÞ ¼ ð1 aÞS1 þ aS2; 0  a  1
The optimizable parameter a controls the amount of mixing be-
tween S1 and S2; when a = 0.5, we obtain the Mahalanobis distanceand S(0.5) is the pooled covariance matrix used in Fisher’s linear
discriminant analysis (FLD). [1].
1.1.3. Symmetric Kullback–Leibler (SKL) ‘‘distance’’
dmnðSKLÞ  dðZðmÞ; ZðnÞ; SKLÞ
¼ ½fðZðmÞ  ZðnÞÞtðS11 þ S12 ÞðZðmÞ  ZðnÞÞ þ tr½S11 S2
þ S12 S1  2IMg=21=2
where IM is the M-dimensional unit matrix. When S1 = S2, dmn(SKL)
is proportional to the Mahalanobis distance. dmm(SKL)– 0 unless
S1 = S2, hence dmn(SKL) is not truly a distance.
1.1.4. Cosine ‘‘distance’’
dmnðCOSÞ  dðZðmÞ; ZðnÞ; COSÞ ¼ 1 ZðmÞ  ZðnÞ=ðkZðmÞkkZðnÞkÞ
¼ 1 cos h
where h is the angle between the vectors Z(m) and Z(n).
1.2. Class proximity measures
The proposed projection/mapping procedure requires and uses a
proximity/distance measure pair [p; D]. More speciﬁcally, we
write [pk; Dk], k = 1, 2, when we want to refer explicitly to the spe-
ciﬁc class representation. For any multivariate instance vector Z(m),
whatever its class, we compute the two projected coordinates
Y[Z(m)] = d1(Z(m)|p1; D1), X[Z(m)] = d2(Z(m)|p2; D2) with respect to
the chosen [p; D]; the dk(Z(m)|p; D) are the [p; D]-generated dis-
tances of Z(m) to class k, k = 1, 2. We may readily display this
two-dimensional representation (Y[Z(m)], X[Z(m)]) of Z(m) in the
appropriate [p; D] class-proximity plane (CP-Plane), thus allowing
the visualization of the L-dimensional data, while essentially pre-
serving class separation. In addition, direct classiﬁcation in the
CP-Plane will be possible [41]. Because the CP mappings are
distance-based, we only need a single computation of a distance
matrix D = [dmn],m, n = 1, . . . , N, where dmn is the distance between
L-dimensional instances Z(m) and Z(n), calculated with the chosen
distance measure D.
It is more general and frequently more advantageous to charac-
terize the class representations in terms of prototypes, say R. Proto-
type generationmay range frommaintaining the status quo (i.e., the
prototypes are the N individual, original instances), to the other
limiting case, one prototype per class, e.g., the two class centroids
(the basis for the Nearest Mean Classiﬁer, [21]). For intermediate
cases, when there is more than one prototype per class, a number
of possibilities exist. An excellent earlier review is [5]. Various in-
stance reduction techniques to produce prototypes are discussed
in [45]. Depending on ultimate requirements, different approaches
were proposed in [32] and in [22]. Another attractive option is to
carry out some version of class-dependent agglomerative clustering
(e.g., k-means). The inputs are the distancemeasureD and the num-
berof clustersRr required for class r, r = 1, 2. The clustering algorithm
partitions the two classes and redistributes theNr instances in class r
into mrc instances in cluster cr. The Rr cluster centroids, r = 1, 2,
provide theR1 + R2 prototypes. Then, for any instance, some function
of its distances to these prototypes (or to individual members
of the clusters) provides the next stage for deﬁning new class
representations. From these distance functions, different class
proximitymeasures may be generated. Amongst the more sophisti-
cated prototype generation approaches, the instance-adaptive con-
densation schemes introduced and explored in [24] are noteworthy.
For any distance/dissimilarity matrix D, the subscript of the
class proximity measure pk reﬂects the prototype-based explicit
representation of class k. (As a speciﬁc example, if the proximity
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explicitly indicates that it is to the centroid of class k). Similarly, Dk
is the explicit representation of the kth class of the distance mea-
sure D. The following examples E1–E4 describe four of the many
possible ways of representing and placing an instance in a CP-
Plane.
1.3. E1: Distances to K-Nearest Prototypes R
(Henceforth, we denote instances in class k by ZðmÞk ,
m = 1, . . . , Nk, prototypes by R
ðrÞ
k , r = 1, . . . , rk, k = 1, 2.) For every in-
stance Z(m), its two coordinates Y(Z(m)) and X(Z(m)) in the Class
Proximity Projection plane are the distances dðrÞk to R
ðrÞ
k , the rth K-
Nearest Prototypes (K-NPs) in class k (in the following, for the sake
of readability, we suppress K); thus, in this case the proximity mea-
sures prk of class k are R
ðrÞ
k , i:e:; YðZðmÞÞ ¼ dðrÞ1 ¼ d1ðZðmÞjpr1;D1Þ,
XðZðmÞÞ ¼ dðrÞ2 ¼ d2ðZðmÞjpr2;D2Þ; the distances dðrÞk to pr2 are deter-
mined using the distance measure Dk. K may be any integer in
the 1 to min(N1, N2) range. If the prototypes are individual
instances, then pr1 ¼ ZðmÞ1 –ZðmÞ and pr2 ¼ ZðmÞ2 –ZðmÞ and rk = Nk. In
addition to the individual instances or the clustering-generated
centroids, we may use any other appropriately deﬁned prototype.
1.4. E2: Distances to reference prototype pairs
For every instance Z(m), its two CP-projected (CP-PROJ) coordi-
nates Y(Z(m)) = d1(Z(m)|pb1; D1), X(Z
(m)) = d2(Z(m)|pc2; D2) are the
two distances to the two chosen reference prototypes, pb1 and p
c
2.
(If the reference prototypes are individual instances, then
pb1 ¼ ZðbÞ1 – Z(m), pc2 ¼ ZðcÞ2 –ZðmÞ). There are up to (r1 + 1)(r2 + 1)/2
pairs of these (r1r2 if only between-class prototypes are used).
We introduced and discussed this concept in full detail elsewhere
[39], calling it the relative distance plane (RDP) mapping, and con-
ﬁning the prototypes to be the individual instances. E2 is the gen-
eralization of the RDP mapping (to be called the Best Pair, BP
mapping), using distances to the K-NPs: here all distances of Z(m)
to the r1r2 pairs are considered, one prototype each from the two
classes, and the pairs providing the best class separation identiﬁed.
One important feature of the BP approach is that for each instance
Z(m) a large number of comparisons is possible. By counting the
number of assignments of Z(m) to either of the two classes, the
credibility of the original class assignments may be assessed by a
(weighted) majority vote.
1.5. E3: Distances to two reference lines, each traversing two
prototypes
For every instance Z(m), its CP-PROJ coordinates are
Y(Z(m)) = d1(Z(m)|pqr1 ; D1), the distance of Z
(m) to one of r1(r1  1)/2
lines (‘‘reference lines’’) traversing two class 1 prototypes. In par-
ticular, the pair fRðqÞ1 ;RðrÞ1 g is the 2-prototype proximity measure
pqr1 . Similarly, the pair fRðsÞ2 ;RðtÞ2 g is the 2-prototype proximity mea-
sure pst2 , and X(Z
(m)) = d2(Z(m)|pst2 ; D2), is the distance of Z
(m) to one
of r2(r2  1)/2 reference lines traversing two class 2 prototypes. As
we pointed out in [39], this approach is a non-optimized, discrete
version of a distance- and class-speciﬁc projection pursuit method
[16,17]. We also demonstrated the viability of this ‘‘pairs of refer-
ence lines’’ method on a few examples in [41]. Here we extend the
notion by suggesting that the reference lines could traverse pairs of
prototypes. The number of reference line pairs is Oðr21r22Þ; this may
be huge even for small sample sizes. Although the following proce-
dure is suboptimal, the number of reference line pairs to be tested
can be reduced to O(r1r2) by considering only the best reference
pairs, as determined in E2. Furthermore, as we have demonstrated
with two examples in [41], no orthogonality constraints need be
imposed on pairs of reference lines to obtain the best classiﬁcationresult; in fact, angles between the most accurately classifying line
pairs were generally less than 90.
1.6. E4: Averages of all distances to the class prototypes
In E1–E3 above, the two CP-PROJ coordinates Y(Z(m)) and X(Z(m))
were computed as the two individual distances of the instance Z(m)
to the two class representations of some proximity measure. For
example, in E1, the two distances of Z(m) could be to the two class
centroids. Additional, new proximity measures may be created by
averaging distances. As a general example of distance averaging,
we may deﬁne pAkðZðmÞ) as a new class proximity measure:
pAk ðZðmÞÞ ¼ AkððZðmÞÞjpk;Dk;b; cÞ; where
AkððZðmÞÞjpk;Dk;b; cÞ ¼ ð1=NkÞRrdbkðZðmÞ; ZðrÞk Þ
 c=ð2N2kÞRrRsdbk ZðrÞk ;ZðsÞk
 
; k ¼ 1;2
b > 0; c arbitrary;
The subscript k in ZðrÞk ;Z
ðsÞ
k is an explicit indication that Z
ðrÞ
k ;Z
ðsÞ
k are
members of class k. The two parameters b, c are tunable. When
the exponent b is equal to 2 and the parameter c = 1, we recover
the class proximity measure introduced in [10]. The double sum
is independent of Z(m); it only depends on the class, on b and on
the distance measure chosen. Individually, dkðZðrÞk ; ZðsÞk ) is the dis-
tance between the two vectors ZðrÞk and Z
ðsÞ
k in class k, with the dis-
tance measure Dk.
For b = 1, c = 0, we arrive at a proximity measure that is the
average of all distances from Z(m) to all other instances (or proto-
types) in the appropriate class. E4 is global in the sense that it
involves all prototypes in both classes, i.e., we average the indi-
vidual prototype distances in each class to produce the two
coordinates.
Note that in the deﬁnitions in E1–E4, we suppressed any addi-
tional, common set of (possibly tunable) parameters a. As an
example, when we write dk(Z(m)|pk; Dk), we implicitly assume
dk(Z(m)|pk; Dk; a) for some set a.
1.7. Feature space dimensionality reduction
Although immediate CP projection from the original, high-
dimensional (L N) feature space is always possible, we are then
unavoidably conﬁned to a Minkowski-type distance measure. (Pro-
jections with other distance measures may lead to singular covari-
ance matrices when L > N). However, for this measure, the
presence of many noisy, irrelevant, and/or correlated features is
particularly detrimental; hence, classiﬁcation results with MNK(c)
tend to be poor. In addition, since the two covariance matrices are
not used, scaling of the distances within the two classes may be
necessary to account explicitly for possible data dispersion differ-
ences. These considerations suggest a preliminary feature space
dimensionality reduction step, no matter how simple, that con-
verts the original L-space to an M-dimensional feature space
(M < N L). (As an example, when the instances possess (quasi)
continuous, ordered, generally correlated features e.g., time series
or signal intensities of spectra or images, binning may be applied
by selecting equal bin sizes bP 2 for consecutive adjacent fea-
tures. The data in each bin is then averaged; the bin size b is chosen
such that the number of bins is B < N, e.g., b = L/N). We frequently
found this simple preprocessing step beneﬁcial. Furthermore, in
this reduced feature space, we can use the class covariance matri-
ces more reliably.
In addition to binning, we frequently use as a preliminary
feature reduction method our more general and very successful
Table 1A
Training set for CRC vs. normal.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CC2 CCov CRov AUC
AVE
± STD
86.9 87.5 87.0 92.3 92.5 92.3 76.8 0.932
1.5 2.0 1.5 1.4 3.0 1.4 2.9 0.01
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naturally ordered features (e.g., spectral points or time instances),
we typically require the generated features to be the average val-
ues of adjacent data points, with both their location and range
optimized by GA. The GA-based feature selector is driven by the
same classiﬁcation algorithm (e.g., FLD) that would be used for
subsequent classiﬁcation.
1.8. Feature set generation via clustering
Feature generation may be accomplished by some type of unsu-
pervised pattern recognition method, e.g., k-means or fuzzy c-
means clustering. We ﬁrst might request M clusters without using
the class labels. Then for each instance, its new features are its M
distances to the M cluster centroids (we may view the latter as nat-
ural prototypes). We can optimize M, e.g., by crossvalidation. Inev-
itably, some of these M clusters will consist predominantly of
instances from one or the other class. Some, in the class overlap re-
gion, will have comparable number of instances from each class.
We implemented a clustering method introduced by Fages et al.
[13].
We may use a class-speciﬁc approach to carry out clustering on
each class separately. This will control the pre-speciﬁed number of
cluster centroids for each class.
1.9. Feature set generation via different Class Proximity Projections
Independently of the dimensionality of the original feature
space, each CP-PROJ creates two new features, the two class prox-
imity distances. This process can be extended to further advan-
tage: we may generate several new pairs of features from the
same dataset and the same original feature set, by simply select-
ing J different proximity/distance measures [pj; Dj], j = 1, . . . , J.
This is a simple generalization and combination of approaches
by [3] for multiple feature sets and by [2] for different distance
measures (the latter method conﬁned to nearest neighbor classi-
ﬁers). We may also combine the J generated feature pairs (Xj, Yj)
to produce a new, 2J-feature dataset. From these 2J features we
may select optimal subsets of M < 2J features, or carry out an-
other CP-PROJ (vide infra, in the ‘‘Iteration’’ section), gaining
additional ﬂexibility.
An important consequence of this general procedure is that the
distinction blurs between classiﬁer aggregation and our new fea-
ture generation/selection approach. In conventional classiﬁer
aggregation, we would use the given M-dimensional dataset, and
produce J different classiﬁers with this single feature set. A possible
alternative is to apply a speciﬁc, single classiﬁer to the J projection-
derived datasets, each of the latter possessing a different feature
set. The most general option is to use different classiﬁers on each
of the J generated datasets. In all cases, we may combine the J out-
comes by any classiﬁer fusion method; the latter may be either
trainable or non-trainable. Kuncheva discusses in detail the various
classiﬁer aggregation possibilities and algorithms [23].
1.10. Iterated class proximity mappings
Our starting point is some N-instance dataset with M < N fea-
tures. From this, an initial CP projection [p0; D0] produces a dis-
tance-dependent 2D dataset, with a set of two new features
(Y0m; X
0
m), the two CP-PROJ distances for Z
(m), m = 1, . . . , N. p0 and
D0 are the initial proximity and distance measures, respectively.
Using these two new features, we can readily develop a wide vari-
ety of classiﬁers.
If the classiﬁers so created are still not satisfactory, then we
may iterate the current 2D dataset (i.e. sequentially repeat, possi-
bly several times the CP-PROJ):½p0;D0 ! ðY0m;X0mÞ; m ¼ 1; . . . ;N
½pb0;Db0  ½pb;Db½p0;D0 ! ðYb0m ;Xb0m Þ
½pcb0;Dcb0  ½pc;Dc½pb0;Db0 ! ðYcb0m ;Xcb0m Þ . . .
The additional, different superscripts b, c, etc. indicate that for each
iteration we may have selected different [p; D] pairs. Thus, each
iteration produces from the previous 2D dataset a new one, also
2D. We observed empirically that such iterated mapping tends to
preserve the classiﬁcation accuracies; furthermore, the classiﬁca-
tion crispness (i.e., the number of instances assignable with greater
probability/conﬁdence to one of the two classes) generally in-
creases. The appearance of the projected display of the iterated
maps depends not only on the particular dataset, but also on both
the proximity and distance measures chosen.
1.11. Display options for the CP projections
The projection of the high-dimensional data to two dimensions
via some CP-PROJ has an important bonus: Visualization of the ex-
pected classiﬁcation result is immediate, as was already discussed
in connection with the RDP mapping [39]; we shall present addi-
tional examples below. In the chosen class proximity plane, the
relative position of an instance Z(m) with respect to the 45 line
traversing the origin determines its class assignment. We place
instances of class 1 above, those of class 2 below this 45 line.
Thus, any instance Z(m) is assigned to class 1 if d1(Z(m)|p1; D1)
< d2(Z(m)|p2; D2), and to class 2 if d1(Z(m)|p1; D1) > d2(Z(m)|p2; D2),
where p is some class-proximity and D some distance measure.
All instances lying on the 45 line, i.e., when d1(Z(m)|p1; D1) =
d2(Z(m)|p2; D2), are equidistant from the two classes, hence
interpretable as having equal probability belonging to either; for
classiﬁcation purposes, these instances are not assignable to either
class with any conﬁdence. Note that the 45 line is generally not
the optimal class separator line. What is ‘‘optimal’’ depends on
what we want the classiﬁer to achieve. Our default option is bal-
ancing Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity. Another clinically relevant option
is to set a priori a speciﬁc false positive rate (this is typically 0.02 or
0.05 in clinical usage) and maximize the true positive rate; another
option is to maximize the true negative rate for a preset false neg-
ative rate [37,27]. We implemented such a Neyman–Pearson-type
procedure by imposing different penalties when instances from
class 1 rather than from class 2 are misclassiﬁed. In general, this
relative misclassiﬁcation cost depends both on the differences be-
tween the unknown class distributions and on m = N1/N2, the
relative sample sizes in the classes. We found that to achieve Sen-
sitivity 	 Speciﬁcity, a good starting point for these penalties is,
with m > 1, Penalty2 = m Penalty1, Penaltyk being the misclassiﬁ-
cation penalty for class k instances. Then m may be further ﬁne-
tuned until we obtain the closest achievable balance. Note that
the above approach is not conﬁned to the 2-dimensional CP projec-
tions; we used it in e.g., [4] to obtain the FLD-based classiﬁcation
results for the 15-dimensional, non-projected CRC dataset (Tables
1A and 1B).
For display, it is generally beneﬁcial to transform the raw class
proximity dissimilarity matrix D = {dij} into a new matrixX = {xij},
with elements xij = ln(dij), with ln() the natural logarithm. This
Table 1B
Monitoring set for CRC vs. normal.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CC2 CCov CRov AUC
AVE
± STD
86.9 85.2 86.6 91.9 91.8 91.9 78.1 0.923
1.4 3.3 1.2 2.6 4.5 2.3 2.9 0.02
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CP-Plane display, and has theoretical justiﬁcation for Gaussian
distributions [20], [19, pp. 353–356]. Although the distribution of
the instances’ location depends on the selected class proximity/
distance pair [p; D], the subsequent classiﬁcation of such general-
ized distributions tends to be more accurate; this will be exempli-
ﬁed later.
We created, and coded in MATLAB, a visualization software we
call CPP (Class Proximity Projector), with which we may display
not only the projections for different [p; D] combinations, but also
their various iterated versions. In addition, we incorporated the
capability to apply, at any stage, a wide variety of preprocessing
steps, including feature selection and different data transforma-
tions (both class-independent and class-speciﬁc). When sample
size is adequate, multiple random splitting of the dataset into
training, monitoring and test sets is also available in CPP, as isFig. 1. Class proximity measure: 3-NN, distance measure: Anderson–Bahadur, with a =
Figures, the dashed lines show the best class separators, the dotted ones the 75% probabi
(98% accuracy, 34% crisp), blue ones are Virginica ones (98% accuracy, 12% crisp). (For inte
web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Class proximity measure: Centroid, distance measure: Anderson–Bahadur, with a
accuracy, 36% crisp), Virginica instances (98% accuracy, 20% crisp).the pair-wise interchanges of the above three sets. Furthermore,
we can also import such split datasets for display and additional
analysis. An important and visually obvious advantage is that in
the CP plane we may optimize directly the best line separating
the two classes [41], either automatically or manually. This in-
volves translating and/or rotating the discriminating line away
from the 45 line passing through the origin. We do this by using
as the numerical optimization scheme a simple grid search to ob-
tain the two optimal parameters. Note that in CPP we provide two
options: minimizing either the classiﬁcation error or the more gen-
eral transvariation probability (TVP) [41]; (see also the Conclusion
section for a more detailed discussion of TVP).
In Figs. 1–3 we display different [p; D] projections for Fisher’s
well known 4-dimensional Iris dataset. We conﬁne ourselves to
the two classes that are not perfectly separable: Versicolor, red
disks, 50 instances, Virginica, blue disks, 50 instances. We also
show the visual difference between the d1 vs. d2 and ln(d1) vs.
ln(d2) projections. Dashed lines represent the optimal class separa-
tors (not necessarily the 45 lines that pass through the origins).
Disks outside the dotted lines have class assignment probabilities,
pP 0.75. (The dotted lines representing the boundaries separating
pP 0.75 from p 6 0.75 are parallel for the ln(d1) vs. ln(d2) plots
[19]).0.22 (optimized for balancing sensitivity and speciﬁcity). Here, and in all following
lity limits. Points outside these are crisp (p > 75%). Red disks are Versicolor instances
rpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
= 0.39 (optimized for balancing sensitivity and speciﬁcity). Versicolor instances (98%
Fig. 3. Class proximity measure: 5-NN, distance measure: symmetric Kullback–Leibler. Versicolor instances (98% accuracy, 0% crisp), Virginica instances (98% accuracy, 0%
crisp).
Table 2
Direct application of FLD to the ten 100-feature spectral regions.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
AVE
± STD
55.1 55.0 55.1 56.1 55.4 56.2 53.2 56.1 54.9
4.9 5.0 5.0 6.7 6.2 7.8 6.7 6.7 5.6
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est transvariation probabilities); note, that the crispness of an in-
stance’s assignment to a speciﬁc class depends strongly on the
particular [p; D] pair chosen.
2. Speciﬁc examples, results and discussion
We demonstrate in detail some of the above-described
CP-PROJ-based classiﬁcation options/capabilities on a speciﬁc,
high-dimensional biomedical dataset, derived from 1H magnetic
resonance spectra of non-diseased subjects (controls) and colorec-
tal cancer (CRC) cases [4]. We also apply the methodology to four
datasets from the UCI data Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/
ml) [14].
2.1. CP-PROJ-based classiﬁcation of non-diseased vs. CRC dataset
This two-class dataset consists of 412 controls and 111 CRC
cases. 1H MR spectra of fecal extracts from the subjects provided
the experimental data for which the classiﬁers were developed.
We required a series of steps (detailed in [4]), based on our Sta-
tistical Classiﬁcation Strategy [40] to produce the results we have
reported. In short, these are the steps:
(1) We converted the original, 16,384-dimensional complex
spectra to magnitude spectra, and we arrived at 1000 spec-
tral intensities by eliminating spectral regions that appeared
to be background noise.
(2) We normalized each spectrum to unit area, aligned all peaks
in the dataset, and computed ﬁrst derivatives that were fur-
ther rank ordered.
(3) Using the GA-driven feature selector [28], we generated
from the processed 1000-intensity spectra 26 features (26
averaged subregions of varying widths), with FLD/LOO (Fish-
er’s linear discriminant with leave-one-out crossvalidation)
as the wrapper-type classiﬁer. To further improve classiﬁca-
tion accuracies, we augmented these 26 features with their
quadratic terms, resulting in 377 linear + quadratic features.
(4) Ten random 50:50 splits into training (206:55) and monitor-
ing (206:56) produced ten datasets. Applying independently
to each of these an approximation to exhaustive feature sub-
set selection (random sampling, repeated many times), with
crossvalidation we found sets of 15 of the 377 features to be
optimal. The reported classiﬁcation results, shown in the
Tables 1A and 1B were produced with these 15-feature
datasets.In these tables, CL1, CL2, CLov denote the 15-feature-based clas-
siﬁcation accuracies for class 1 (Control, CL1  Speciﬁcity), class 2
(Cancer, CL2  Sensitivity), and for the entire data (CLov  overall
accuracy), respectively. CCk, k = 1, 2 and CCov are the corresponding
‘‘crisp’’ accuracy results (i.e., when class assignment conﬁdence is
P75%); CRov indicates the overall percentage of instances that
were found crisp. In the last column, we show the Area Under
the Curve (AUC) values of the ROCs. We computed the average
(AVE) and standard deviation (STD) from the individual results ob-
tained for the ten splits.
We balanced training set sensitivities (SE) and speciﬁcities (SP)
by using class-dependent instance misclassiﬁcation penalties as
discussed above; we imposed these same penalties on instances
in the monitoring sets. For each of the 10 random splits, we bal-
anced the (SE/SP) pairs independently.
Treating the above results as benchmarks, we demonstrate the
capabilities and ﬂexibilities inherent in the Class Proximity Projec-
tion approach. Thus, we also start with the same, 1000-point, area-
normalized, peak-aligned spectra, however, without the above
sketched, speciﬁc feature selection steps, addition of quadratic
terms, etc. Furthermore, in the following, we didn’t partition the
original dataset into training and monitoring sets, as was done
for the study published in [4]. This was intentional, because for this
presentation we simply wanted to introduce the CP projection con-
cept and its possibilities, without introducing unnecessary compli-
cations and bias due to partitioning the full dataset.
Our starting point of the CP analysis was much simpler, more
transparent and more readily interpretable. Our only concession,
(to help avoid singular covariance matrices when using FLD), was
to partition the 1000-dimensional spectral feature space into ten
100-dimensional subspaces: these adjacent, consecutive, non-
overlapping data point ranges were 1–100, 101–200, . . . , 901–
1000. Here and in all subsequent computations, FLD/LOO was the
classiﬁer and crossvalidation of choice.
In Table 2, we display the average (AVE) and standard deviation
(STD) values, computed from the individual, direct classiﬁcation
results for the above ten different 100-feature regions. In addition
to the above deﬁned CL1, CL2, CLov, CC1, CC2, CCov, CRov, we also
Table 3
FLD/LOO results for the ten 100-feature spectral regions after CP projection.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
CP_AVE
± CP_STD
78.9 78.9 78.9 87.6 64.5 91.3 51.5 88.3 61.7
2.8 2.8 2.8 2.5 5.3 2.4 11.1 2.0 6.2
CP_AVE – AVE 23.8 23.9 23.8 32.2 8.3 35.1 1.7 32.1 6.8
Table 5
Accuracies for projections from 100 dimensions to CP planes for ﬁve AB(a)s.
a CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
0.00 68.7 68.5 68.6 81.4 27.4 81.6 34.2 81.5 28.9
0.25 71.6 72.1 71.7 81.5 44.7 87.5 43.2 82.8 44.4
0.50 75.7 75.7 75.7 85.6 59.0 93.9 44.1 87.0 55.8
0.75 82.0 82.0 82.0 91.5 68.2 95.7 41.4 92.0 62.5
1.00 96.4 96.4 96.4 100.0 79.9 100.0 1.8 100.0 63.3
CP_AVE(a) 78.9 78.9 78.9 88.0 55.8 91.7 32.9 88.7 51.0
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There is only marginal improvement over a random coin toss
(50%), and the STDs are large.
There are a large number of possible CP-based mappings from
100 to 2 dimensions. In Table 3 we present the averaged FLD clas-
siﬁcation results (CP_AVE) obtained for the ten 2-dimensional
mappings for the ten subregions, based on the [p; D] = [CENtroid;
MAHalanobis] projection. (The outcomes for other [p; D]s, not re-
ported here, were marginally less accurate, but these differences
were not signiﬁcant statistically.)
Comparison of the results presented in Tables 2 and 3 shows
statistically signiﬁcant improvements for the ten datasets. The last
line of Table 3, CP_AVE – AVE, indicates an approximately 23.8%
average improvement for the classiﬁcation accuracies and an aver-
age lowering of the STDs by 2.2%. The requirement that only results
above a given conﬁdence level be considered (in this case, that only
class assignment probabilities P75% be acceptable), generally in-
creases the classiﬁcation accuracies, at the expense of having only
a fraction of the instances satisfy theP75% threshold. The average
improvement in the CCov results is 32.1%; the average crispness,
CRov also improved by 6.8%.
Of the ten spectral subregions, subregion 501–600 gave the
worst overall classiﬁcation results (effectively a random coin toss)
when using all 100 attributes of this subregion (see Table 2 for
AVE). In Table 4, we present the direct, non-projected FLD/LOO re-
sults from this 100 dimensional feature space.
In Table 5 we show the outcomes of ﬁve CP mappings from the
100-dimensional subregion 501–600 to 2-dimensional proximity
planes, using [CEN; AB(a)] for ﬁve equally spaced a values,
0.00(0.25)1.00. AB(a) is the Anderson–Bahadur(a) distance mea-
sure (see the ‘‘Distance Measures D’’ section above) and CEN (cen-
troid) is the class proximity measure. Recall that for AB(0.0), only
the covariance matrix S1, for AB(1.0), only S2 is used;
AB(0.5) MAH is the Mahalanobis distance.
Clearly, these results depend very strongly on a. In particular,
except for CR2 (the class assignment crispness for the cancer class),
all classiﬁcation accuracy descriptors increase with increasing a; in
fact, for the most accurate classiﬁcation only S2 seems relevant or
necessary. CR2 varies non-monotonically with a, ranging from 1.8%
to 44.1%, with a median value of 41.4%.
Could we do better? Using the ideas discussed above for gener-
ating new feature sets from CP-PROJ-created feature pairs, we
combined the ﬁve a-based feature pairs (their individual classiﬁca-
tion results are in Table 5) to create a single 10-feature dataset. In
Table 6 we display the classiﬁcation results obtained for this data-
set (no additional projection).
The improvement of the classiﬁcation outcome for the 10-
feature dataset relative to the average of the classiﬁcation results
for the ﬁve different as used (shown in row 2 of Table 6) is statis-
tically signiﬁcant, especially for the crispnesses.Table 4
Direct FLD/LOO results for spectral subregion 501–600.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
48.3 48.6 48.4 44.9 47.6 50.0 48.6 46.0 47.8Consider a new, 10-feature dataset, obtained by combining the
ﬁve 2-feature [CEN, AB(a)]s. (Their individual classiﬁcation results
are in Table 5.) In Table 7 we collect the outcomes of further pro-
jecting this 10-feature dataset to different CP planes by using dif-
ferent [p; D]s. In the ﬁrst row of Table 7 we reproduce, as the
baseline, the classiﬁcation results presented in the 1st row of Ta-
ble 6. We only display the best [p; D] pairs (listed arbitrarily in
decreasing CRov order.) For many other pairs, the results (not
shown) were only marginally less accurate.) The abbreviations
for the class proximity measures are: CEN  Centroid, BP  Best Pair
(of reference instances, identical to the RDP mapping), BPT  Best
Pair, but the classiﬁer result was obtained by using Transvariation
Probability, AVD  Average Distance, and K-NN  Kth nearest
neighbor. For the distance measures, AB(a)  Anderson–Bahadur(a),
SKL  Symmetric Kullback–Leibler, MNK(a) Minkowski(a). Spe-
cial cases (shown in the Figures) are MAHalanobis MAH =
AB(0.5) and EUClidean  EUC = MNK(2.0). The last row shows the
average improvement of the ten different 2-dimensional projec-
tions relative to the 10-dimensional, pre-projection dataset.
The outcomes in Table 7 demonstrate that when the baseline
results are already sufﬁciently accurate (‘‘sufﬁciently’’ is user-
and data-dependent), it is essentially irrelevant which of the CP
mapping [p; D] is used: of the 90 (10 
 9) different class accuracy
measures CL1, CL2, CLov, CC1, etc. displayed in the table, only one,
shown in bold (CR2 for [13-NN; EUC]) was somewhat less accurate
than the nine class accuracy measures (CL1, . . . , CRov) shown for
the non-projected 10-dimensional dataset. For this dataset, [BPT;
D] tended to be amongst the best, with [BPT; AB(0.0)] producing
a perfect score. Generally, D = AB(0.0), i.e., S(0.0) = S2 dominated,
suggesting that for this particular dataset, only the covariance ma-
trix (‘‘shape’’) of the cancer class was important and necessary for
good classiﬁcation.
When the [p; D] projections are parameter dependent, we dis-
play only those that give the best results. However, even for these,
we did not fully optimize the tunable parameters for the classiﬁers.
For example, AB(a)s were computed, arbitrarily, only for a = 0.0,
0.5 and 1.0, MNK(a)s for a = 0.5(0.5)3.0.
Even when the accuracies produced by the various [p; D] pro-
jections are essentially the same, the actual 2-dimensional displays
of these projections may look drastically different, as Figs. 4 and 5
vividly demonstrate.
The CP projections displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 all have the
same classiﬁcation accuracies, 98.3% for healthy, 98.2% for colon
cancer. The major differences are in the crispness, i.e., the in-
stances appearing outside the dotted lines in the plots. (Compare
Fig. 4, [CEN; MAH], no crisp instances, with Fig. 5, [17-NN;
Table 6
Comparison of classiﬁcation accuracies for various CP-PROJs.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
10-Feature dataset 97.3 97.3 97.3 99.2 92.7 100.0 94.6 99.4 93.1
CP_AVE(a) (Table 5) 78.9 78.9 78.9 88.0 55.8 91.7 32.9 88.7 51.0
10-Feature – CP_AVE(a) 18.4 18.4 18.4 10.8 36.9 8.3 61.7 10.7 42.1
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ness values in the Figures are lower than the corresponding ones
shown in Table 7, obtained by FLD/LOO. This is the consequence
of the different deﬁnition of the (pseudo-)probabilities pk, k = 1, 2
for the Figures. For the class proximities, pk = dk/(d1 + d2), k = 1, 2,
p1 + p2 = 1, and an instance is declared crisp if either of its pk is
P0.75. These ‘‘probabilities’’ are distribution independent. For
FLD (and assuming the normal distribution N(0, 1)), pFLDk =
(1/
p
2p)) expðd2k=2Þ. Furthermore, the tuned FLD/LOO classiﬁca-
tion does not correspond directly to the displays; the percent
crispness values shown in the projection ﬁgures are with respect
to the 45 line and not with respect to the optimal class
separators.
2.2. Iterated [p; D] mappings
We may apply more than one consecutive CP mapping to any
dataset. In Table 8, we show outcomes of various additional (iter-Fig. 4. Class Proximity Projections from the 10-dimensional dataset to two dimensions:
colon cancer instances, the red disks the instances of the healthy class. Note that th
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to th
Fig. 5. Two Class Proximity Projections from the 10-dimensional dataset to two dimensio
NN; AB(0.0)] projection is crisper than the [CEN; AB(0.0)] one.ated) mappings, starting from one of the less accurate 2-dimen-
sional projected datasets, [p; D] = [CEN; EUC]  I1 (the baseline,
ﬁrst row). Although not the best achievable via CP-PROJ, all accu-
racy values for I1 are very good, except the crispness value CR2
(and consequently CRov). This is because to obtain the results for
I1, we focused on optimally balancing CL1 and CL2, regardless of
the other descriptor outcomes. This happened to give rise to the par-
ticularly low CR2 value of 58.6%, shown in underlined bold. For the
once-iterated mapping results starting from I1 in Table 8, we again
attempted to obtain the best possible balance between CL1 and
CL2; however, this time the CR1 and CR2 values also turned out
to be better balanced. There are considerable, statistically mean-
ingful improvements in both the individual and the average CR2
and CRov values; this is particularly apparent from CP_AVE – I1
(in bold).
The result for the once-iterated ﬁrst mapping I1 = [CEN; EUC],
with [BPT; MAH] as the next iterating [p; D] pair, i.e., {[BPT;
MAH] [CEN; EUC]} is shown in Fig. 6.[CEN; MAH] (left panel) and [CEN; EUC] (right panel). The blue disks represent the
e [CEN; EUC] projection is considerably crisper than the [CEN; MAH] one. (For
e web version of this article.)
ns: [CEN; AB(0.0)] (left panel) and [17-NN; AB(0.0)] (right panel). Note that the [17-
Table 7
Comparison of the baseline with classiﬁcation results for ten different [p; D]s.
CP-PROJ [p; D] CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
10-Feature set (baseline) 97.3 97.3 97.3 99.2 92.7 100.0 94.6 99.4 93.1
[BPT; AB(0.0)] 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
[BPT; MNK(0.5)] 99.8 100.0 99.8 99.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.8 100.0
[AVD; AB(0.0)] 99.5 100.0 99.6 99.8 99.3 100.0 100.0 99.8 99.4
[17-NN; AB(0.0)] 99.0 100.0 99.2 99.5 99.0 100.0 100.0 99.6 99.2
[BPT; SKL] 99.8 100.0 99.8 99.8 99.8 100.0 96.4 99.8 99.0
[CEN; AB(0.0)] 99.0 100.0 99.2 99.8 98.3 100.0 100.0 99.8 98.7
[CEN; SKL] 98.5 100.0 98.9 99.7 96.4 100.0 100.0 99.8 97.1
[13-NN; EUC] 98.8 100.0 99.0 99.5 97.8 100.0 93.7 99.6 96.9
[AVD; SKL] 98.5 100.0 98.9 99.5 96.1 100.0 99.1 99.6 96.7
[AVD; EUC] 98.1 100.0 98.5 99.7 96.6 100.0 96.4 99.8 96.6
CP_AVE 99.1 100.0 99.3 99.7 98.5 100.0 98.6 99.8 98.4
CP_AVE – baseline 1.8 2.7 2.0 0.5 5.8 0.0 4.0 0.4 5.3
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pings? In Table 9 we display another set of iteration results, start-
ing from the once-iterated I2  [[CEN; EUC]? [BPT; MAH]], shown
in the right hand panel of Fig. 6. We computed CP_AVE and
±CP_STD from the best eight mappings (individual results not
shown) that have overall crispness values CRovP 99.4% (these
are the eight I2s, [CEN; EUC]? [pk; Dk]  [pk; Dk][CEN; EUC],
k = 1, . . . , 8 prior to any mapping). The eight CP mappings [pk;
Dk] we used were: [15-NN; MAH], [17-NN; MAH], [CEN; MAH],
[BPT; MAH] giving 99.8%, [BPT; AB(1.0)] yielding 99.6% and [BPT;
MNK(0.5)], [BPT; EUC], [BPT; SKL] giving 99.4%.
On average, CR2 still improves slightly (0.9%), but with a con-
comitant small decrease (0.9%) for CC2. This suggests that addi-
tional mappings will be neither necessary nor beneﬁcial. This is
borne out in Fig. 7, where we show a twice-iterated mapping out-Table 8
Once-iterated mapping results, starting from the ﬁrst projection I1  [CEN; EUC].
I1? [p; D] CL1 CL2 CLov CC1
I1  [CEN; EUC] 98.3 98.2 98.3 99.7
I1? [BPT; MAH] 98.5 98.2 98.5 98.5
I1? [BPT; AB(1.0)] 98.5 98.2 98.5 98.5
I1? [BPT; EUC] 98.3 98.2 98.3 98.5
I1? [BPT; MNK(0.5)] 98.1 98.2 98.1 98.5
I1? [BPT; MNK(1.0)] 99.5 97.3 99.0 99.8
CP_AVE (ﬁve CP-PROJs) 98.6 98.0 98.5 98.8
±CP_STD 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.6
CP_AVE – I1 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.1
Fig. 6. In the right hand panel we show, starting with [CEN; EUC], the result of the subseq
MAH]? [CEN; EUC]).come, starting from I2. For this example there are no crisp in-
stances after mapping.
2.3. CP-PROJ-based classiﬁcation of four datasets from the UCI
repository
Are the good results shown for the originally 1000-dimensional
biomedical dataset accidental? To test this, we selected four, fre-
quently used 2-class datasets from the UCI data Repository
(http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml): Pima Indians Diabetes, BUPA (Liver
Disorder), Sonar and Ionosphere. All pertinent information is col-
lected in Table 14, which includes our best classiﬁcation results,
an earlier study using SVM with a Gaussian kernel [43] and the
best results obtained with a sophisticated classiﬁer approach that
used a scatter-search-based ensemble, with SVM as one of theCR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
96.4 100.0 58.6 99.8 88.3
99.8 100.0 98.2 98.8 99.4
99.8 100.0 98.2 98.8 99.4
99.8 100.0 98.2 98.8 99.4
99.5 98.2 99.1 98.5 99.4
99.5 98.2 98.2 99.4 99.2
99.7 99.3 98.5 98.9 99.4
0.3 1.0 0.4 0.7 0.1
3.3 0.7 39.9 0.9 11.1
uent projection using [BP; MAH] (i.e., ‘‘once-iterated’’, {[BP; MAH][CEN; EUC]} = [BP;
Fig. 7. Twice-iterated projection, starting with the once-iterated I2  {[BP; MAH] [CEN; EUC]}, with [CEN; SKL] as the second iteration, i.e., {[CEN; SKL] [BP; MAH] [CEN;
EUC]}. Notice that the second iterated projected dataset has no crisp instances.
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we classiﬁed the four UCI datasets using the concept of transvaria-
tion probability (TVP) [26,7,41].
Classiﬁcation by TVP has many advantages not shared by other
linear classiﬁers. It is more general than FLD: for classiﬁcation we
may use any 1D projection i.e., a line not conﬁned to be the one tra-
versing the two class means. (This is the fundamental concept be-
hind projection pursuit [16]. The best projection is determined by
optimizing some pre-selected objective function, or by generating
a large number of random projections and identifying the optimal
one by some classiﬁcation-based measure.) Furthermore, unlike
with the FLD, the classiﬁcation results obtained are more robust
against outliers on the discriminating projection line. This is be-
cause (again unlike the FLD), the TVP classiﬁer is nonparametric:
it only involves counts (the minimum number of ‘‘jumps’’ required
to optimally separate the two classes on the projection line); hence
it does not depend on homocedasticity and normality assumptions
for optimality. In addition, a TVP classiﬁer provides more informa-
tion than a minimum error classiﬁer that only delivers the number
of misclassiﬁcations. Thus, for a given misclassiﬁcation error, there
may be different TVP results, depending on the ‘‘depth’’ by which
the misclassiﬁed instances are immersed in the ‘‘wrong’’ class
[41]. This conﬁrms that the procedure leading to TVP is more gen-
eral than classiﬁcation; it is based on ranking.
In Tables 10–13, we show our classiﬁcation outputs for the four
UCI datasets. For each dataset, its Table contains the result for the
best, ﬁnal CP mapping, its LOO CV result, as well as the 5-fold and
10-fold crossvalidation outcome for the test set. For the 5-fold and
10-fold CVs we also show the standard deviations (STDs). Note that
depending on the dataset, the end product of the best CP mapping
may be different: it may have been arrived at by singly-, or multi-
ply-iterated mappings, or even by more complicated combinations
of mappings.
Below, we show the details of the CP-PROJ combinations we
used for the four datasets. They are ordered in increasing process-Table 9
Twice-iterated average mapping results, from I2  {[BP; MAH] [CEN; EUC]}.
I2 CL1 CL2 CLov C
I2  {[BPT; MAH][CEN; EUC]} 98.5 98.2 98.5
CP_AVE (ﬁve CP-PROJs) 98.5 98.2 98.5 9
±CP_STD 0.1 0.0 0.0
CP_AVE – I2 0.0 0.0 0.0ing complexity. The notation [p; D][Stage k] indicates additional
mapping using some particular [p; D], applied to the outcome of
previous mappings and feature combinations used at [Stage k].
Interestingly, for the Pima Indians data, we could not improve sig-
niﬁcantly the classiﬁcation results beyond what we found (see Ta-
ble 14), even when trying to increase the numbers and types of [p;
D]. In contrast, it is easy to obtain excellent results for the Sonar
dataset: with the TVP-based linear classiﬁer, even direct classiﬁca-
tion from the original 60 dimensional feature space gave 80.8%
accuracy, while imposing optimally balanced sensitivity and spec-
iﬁcity. Furthermore, any one of the three CP-PROJs on its own,
comprising Stage 1, already achieved 96.2% accuracy.
It is noteworthy that for all four datasets their three CV results
are quite similar. As expected, the STDs are larger for the 10-fold
CVs.
2.3.1. Pima Indians diabetes
Stage 1: {[CEN; AB(1.0)] + [CEN; SKL]} (4 features);
Stage 2: Best 3 features: 1, 2, 4; exhaustive search from Stage 1
result
2.3.2. Sonar
Stage 1: {[CEN; AB(0.00)] + [3-NN; SKL] + [1-NN; SKL]} (6-fea-
ture dataset, created from 3 independent projections).
Stage 2: Best 4 features: 1, 2, 3, 5; exhaustive search from the
six Stage 1 features
2.3.3. Ionosphere
Stage 1: {[CEN; SKL] + [AVD; SKL] + [AVD; MAH] + [BPT; MAH]}
(8-feature dataset, created from 4 independent projections).
Stage 2: [BPT; SKL][Stage 1] (2 features)C1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
98.5 99.8 100.0 98.2 98.8 99.4
8.6 99.8 99.1 99.1 98.7 99.6
0.2 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.2
0.1 0.0 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.2
Table 10
Pima diabetes. Various CV results (test set): 268 Class 1, 500 Class 2 instances.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
CP-PROJa 78.0 78.0 78.0 88.8 56.7 87.5 59.4 88.0 58.5
LOO 75.4 76.4 76.0 87.7 57.5 87.2 59.2 87.3 58.6
5-Fold CV
± STD
77.2 77.2 77.2 88.9 56.7 87.7 59.6 88.2 58.6
5.1 5.4 2.9 6.0 4.2 5.8 6.4 3.4 3.9
10-Fold CV
± STD
76.1 76.8 76.5 88.2 57.9 87.6 59.0 87.8 58.6
6.7 6.9 4.4 8.0 7.0 6.9 7.5 4.3 4.8
a Using the ﬁnal classiﬁer generated from the last completed stage.
Table 11
Sonar. Various CV results (test set): 97 Class 1, 111 Class 2 instances.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
CP-PROJa 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.6
LOO 100.0 99.1 99.5 100.0 99.0 100.0 98.2 100.0 98.6
5-Fold CV
± STD
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2
10-Fold CV
± STD
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.1 100.0 99.1 100.0 98.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 0.0 2.7 0.0 2.4
a Using the ﬁnal classiﬁer generated from the last completed stage.
Table 12
Ionosphere. Various CV results (test set): 225 Class 1, 126 Class 2 instances.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
CP-PROJa 98.2 98.4 98.3 98.7 99.6 99.2 99.2 98.9 99.4
LOO 98.2 98.4 98.3 98.2 100.0 98.4 100.0 98.3 100.0
5-Fold CV
± STD
98.7 98.4 98.6 98.7 99.6 98.4 100.0 98.6 99.7
1.1 2.0 0.9 1.1 0.9 2.0 0.0 0.9 0.6
10-Fold CV
± STD
98.2 98.3 98.2 98.6 99.6 98.3 100.0 98.5 99.7
3.0 3.3 2.4 2.9 1.4 3.3 0.0 2.4 0.9
a Using the ﬁnal classiﬁer generated from the last completed Stage.
Table 13
BUPA liver. Various CV results (test set): 145 Class 1, 200 Class 2 instances.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
CP-PROJa 81.4 81.5 81.4 92.2 71.0 84.4 48.0 88.4 57.7
LOO 81.4 81.5 81.4 91.3 71.7 84.4 48.0 88.0 58.0
5-Fold CV
± STD
81.0 80.5 80.6 91.2 71.9 85.7 49.0 8.4 58.6
5.9 8.6 6.7 5.1 4.6 9.4 5.9 6.3 5.1
10-fold CV
± STD
81.3 80.9 80.9 91.1 72.0 84.9 47.9 88.3 57.8
7.7 11.2 8.8 6.9 7.1 12.1 12.0 8.5 10.2
a Using the ﬁnal classiﬁer generated from the last completed stage.
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Stage 1: {[CEN; AB(0.00] + [CEN; MAH] + [CEN; AB(1.00] +
[AVD; MAH] + [AVD; AB(1.00)] + [BPT; MAH]} (12-feature
dataset, created from the above 6 independent projections).
Stage 2: {[CEN; MAH][Stage 1] + [AVD; AB(1.00)][Stage 1] +
[9-NN; SKL][Stage 1] + [BPT; SKL][Stage 1] + [5-NN; MAH]
[Stage 1]} (10-feature dataset, created from the above 5 inde-
pendent mappings).
Stage 3: {[CEN; SKL][Stage 2] + [11-NN; SKL][Stage 2] + [BPT;
SKL][Stage 2] + [7-NN; AB(0.00)][Stage 2]} (8-feature dataset,
created from the above 4 independent mappings).
Stage 4: {[11-NN; MAH][Stage 3] + [9-NN; MAH] [Stage 3] + [7-
NN; MAH][Stage 3] + [CEN; MAH][Stage 3]} (8-feature dataset,
created from the above 4 independent mappings).In Table 14 we compile pertinent information on the four UCI
datasets and compare our 10-fold CV accuracies with the corre-
sponding LS-SVM ones based on Radial Basis Function kernels
[43] and with results obtained via SS-SVM, a sophisticated ensem-
ble approach [8], using scatter search optimization [25]. From
Chen’s 9-classiﬁer ensemble results, we quote only the best of
three SVM outcomes for the test data.
Inspection of the table reveals that CP-PROJ outperformed LS-
SVM on three of the four datasets (LS-SVM’s accuracy for Pima Dia-
betes was in the CP-PROJ range). SS-SVM did better on the Pima
Diabetes dataset, and somewhat worse on the Sonar data. No sta-
tistically signiﬁcant differences were found between the CP-PROJ
and SS-SVM results for the BUPA and Ionosphere data.
As an additional test of the CP projection approach, in Tables
15A (full dataset), 15B (training set) and 15C (monitoring set) we
display the classiﬁcation results for the split Ionosphere data. The
Table 14
% Accuracies of 10-fold CV test sets of UCI datasets, CP-PROJs and two SVMs.
No. Samples Features CP-PROJ ± STD SS-SVM (%)b LS-SVM (%)a
Pima diabetes 268 + 500 8 76.5 ± 4.4 82.8 77.3
BUPA liver 145 + 200 6 80.9 ± 8.8 81.4 69.4
Ionosphere 225 + 126 34 98.2 ± 2.4 99.3 95.6
Sonar 97 + 111 60 100.0 ± 0.0 98.2 77.9
a [43].
b [8].
Table 15A
Ionosphere. Average results, all instances: 225 Class 1, 126 Class 2 instances.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
Direct, with 34 features 82.2 82.5 82.3 91.4 77.8 88.2 87.3 90.2 81.2
Best: [7-NN; MAH] 95.6 96.0 95.7 97.0 88.9 97.5 93.7 97.2 90.6
CP_AVE 93.6 93.9 93.7 96.9 86.5 96.0 92.3 96.6 88.5
±CP_STD 1.9 1.8 1.8 2.2 6.4 2.4 5.9 2.1 6.1
CP_AVE – direct 11.4 11.4 11.4 5.5 8.7 7.8 0.9 6.4 7.3
Table 15B
Ionosphere. Average results, training set: 101 Class 1, 99 Class 2 instances.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
Direct, with 34 features 82.1 81.8 82.0 78.3 59.4 88.6 79.8 84.2 69.5
Best: [3-NN; MAH] 93.1 93.9 93.5 98.9 88.1 94.5 91.9 96.7 90.0
CP_AVE 92.0 92.6 92.3 97.2 80.3 95.5 86.4 96.4 83.3
±CP_STD 1.9 2.1 2.0 2.5 9.9 2.2 7.3 2.1 8.0
CP_AVE – direct 9.9 10.8 10.3 18.9 20.9 6.9 86.4 12.2 13.8
Table 15C
Ionosphere. Average results, monitoring set: 124 Class 1, 27 Class 2 instances.
CL1 CL2 CLov CC1 CR1 CC2 CR2 CCov CRov
Direct, with 34 features 73.4 92.6 76.8 83.0 42.7 90.9 81.5 85.3 49.7
Best: [CEN; MAH] 98.4 92.6 97.4 99.2 97.6 92.3 96.3 98.0 97.4
CP_AVE 95.4 93.4 95.0 98.0 81.5 96.1 91.8 97.7 83.4
±CP_STD 4.7 2.5 3.7 2.9 12.7 2.7 6.3 2.1 11.3
CP_AVE – direct 22.0 1.6 18.2 15.0 38.8 5.2 10.3 12.4 33.7
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in the Repository.
In the ﬁrst row of each Table we show the classiﬁcation results
when using all 34 original features; the accuracies range between
77% and 82%. We then completed the following 9 CP-PROJs:
[CEN; AB(0.00)], [CEN; AB(1.00)], [CEN; MAH], [AVD; MAH], [1-
NN; MAH], [3-NN; MAH], [5-NN; MAH], [7-NN; MAH], [BPT;
MAH]. In row 2 we show the best of the 9 CP-PROJ accuracies we
obtained. Note, that the best [p; D]s turned out to be different
for the non-split, training and monitoring sets. Rows 3 and 4 con-
tain the average accuracy values CP_AVE and their STDs computed
from these 9 projections. The last row shows CP_AVE – Direct, the
percent improvement over the direct classiﬁcation. As might be ex-
pected, the results for the monitoring set are much more variable
than those for the training set. This is particularly noticeable for
the direct classiﬁcation (e.g., compare CL1 and CL2).
3. General comments and conclusions
We used the entire datasets for the majority of results pre-
sented. This is sufﬁcient to demonstrate the various characteristics
and possibilities of the 2-dimensional CP projections. Furthermore,
this usage is legitimate (consider it as a wrapper-type feature gen-
eration, i.e., using class label information to compute the twodistances derived from the particular [p; D] chosen), since we
may simply consider the CP-PROJ as a feature generation proce-
dure prior to the ﬁnal classiﬁer development. The various projec-
tions/mappings are generators of different 2-dimensional feature
sets. The customary splitting into training, validation/monitoring
and (when the dataset size allows) independent test sets would
be carried out on the generated 2D dataset. As with any wrap-
per-based method, results for an independent test set are likely
to be less accurate. The extent of the potential overﬁtting is obvi-
ously dataset-dependent; its detailed evaluation over the various
datasets was beyond the intended scope of this work. However,
our initial assessment, shown in Tables 15A–15C for the Iono-
sphere dataset from the UCI Repository suggests that, at least in
this case, no overﬁtting occurred and training and independent test
set accuracies were statistically equivalent. Furthermore, our 5-
fold or 10-fold CV test set results for the four UCI datasets suggest
good generalization capability.
Of course, any instance, whether from the training, monitoring
or independent test set has to be submitted to the entire projection
procedure. Furthermore, if the two classes were preprocessed dif-
ferently, then we ﬁrst have to assume that the unknown belongs
to class 1, preprocess it accordingly and then assign it; next, we
treat it as a class 2 instance, again preprocess it appropriately
and then assign it to a class. Based on these outcomes, we shall
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The simplest nonparametric choice could be based on the relative
position of the instance with respect to the 45 line.
The CP-PROJ results typically surpass or at least match the clas-
siﬁcation accuracy obtainable for the initial high-dimensional
dataset. This suggests that how the preliminary feature set was ob-
tained is less critical than generally thought. For the large, high-
dimensional biomedical dataset we studied in detail, once CP-PROJ
was applied, the worst spectral region, 501–600 data points, gave
only marginally poorer results than the best region, 801–900 (re-
sults for the latter not shown).
After combining J different 2-dimensional CP-PROJ-derived fea-
ture sets into a single, 2J-dimensional one, and then selecting M-
dimensional (M < 2J) feature subsets, the classiﬁcation accuracies
obtained depend on M weakly, if at all. However, with decreasing
M, classiﬁcation crispness generally decreases. In contrast, subse-
quent CP iterations generally increase crispness, while preserving
the accuracies.
CP-projected datasets have additional ﬂexibility: from the same
dataset and original feature set, different 2D feature sets may be
generated by using different proximity and distance measures.
Using quadratic extensions of any 2D CP-projected dataset leads
to 5D feature sets only; these are either directly applicable for clas-
siﬁcation or available for another CP-PROJ. (Linear classiﬁers in the
CP-PROJ plane generally correspond to nonlinear ones in the origi-
nal feature space).
For the majority of the CP projections created, the best class-
separating line in the CP plane is not the 45 line that goes through
the origin. This is partly so because for the displays we optimized
the balance between SE and SP; this balancing generally required
the translation and/or rotation of the initial, 45 class-discriminat-
ing line. For the 2D displays, in our CPP software we determine the
optimal translation and rotation automatically, by a simple grid
search. This was carried out for all calculations on the four UCI
datasets.
Why the CP-PROJ? When L < N, the possibility of generating di-
verse, [p; D]-projection-based 2D feature sets is both very attrac-
tive and powerful. The ready visualizability of the distribution of
the instances in the CP plane, including the immediate identiﬁca-
tion of possible outliers is a bonus, and so is the possibility of
developing effective classiﬁers. In fact, the two-parameter (posi-
tion and angle)-based classiﬁer we proposed in [41] is simple to
implement, since via the CP-PROJ we have replaced a possibly
complicated separating manifold by a line or a nonlinear, 1-dimen-
sional curve.
For L N, direct CP-PROJ is more limited because of the likely
singularity of S1. Unless S is regularized, this conﬁnes CP-PROJ
to mappings based on the Minkowski measure MNK(a). To access
the more powerful and ﬂexible CP-PROJs that depend on comput-
ing the covariance matrices, the cardinality M of the modiﬁed fea-
ture set must satisfy M < N. Such feature set reduction via CPP
seems to have the characteristics that the distances based on the
two proximity measures generally contain both discriminative
and irrelevant or strongly correlated original features, but there
is no need to explicitly separate them. It appears that as long as
sufﬁcient discriminatory information is retained by the CP-PROJ,
the resulting 2D classiﬁers will be at least as accurate as the ones
based directly on the M-feature dataset.
In summary, we explored the concept of projecting/mapping
high-dimensional datasets to two dimensions, based on pre-deter-
mined class proximity – distance measure pairs [p; D]. Speciﬁcally,
we introduced the concept of combining multiple projections/map-
pings. First, by selecting, say J different [p; D]s and carrying out
for each a CP projection, we generate J separate datasets, each with
its own pair of features. With these we may create J different clas-
siﬁers. We may also construct from these J 2-feature datasets a sin-gle 2J-feature dataset for which we may readily develop another
classiﬁer. Because 2J is typically O(1), exhaustive search is feasible
for identifying possibly more accurate subsets of the 2J features.
We may also use the J classiﬁers as J ‘‘components’’ for the more
conventional classiﬁer aggregation approaches [23]. By choosing
sufﬁciently different [p; D] pairs, we may readily introduce diver-
sity into the created classiﬁers (a good example is shown in Ta-
ble 5); this is one of the requirements for creating robust
classiﬁer ensembles that generalize well [23].
We also introduced the notion of iterated CP mappings. This ex-
tends the idea of projecting with an initial, pre-selected [p0; D0]
pair from the original M-dimensional feature space, M > 2 to a CP
plane. Iteration implies that we continue with additional mappings,
but now from 2D to 2D. As we demonstrated for the UCI datasets,
by iterating with different [pk; Dk]s, different classiﬁcation results
with different class assignment conﬁdences may be obtained.
Which CP projections/mappings are most beneﬁcial for classiﬁ-
cation and what optimal strategies to use is strongly data depen-
dent. Hence no speciﬁc prescription exists that always
guarantees optimal outcome. Nevertheless, based on our experi-
ence, we suggest the two generic extensions with respect to a sin-
gle CP projection, as outlined above: Iterated CP Mappings, and the
creation of new, higher dimensional datasets by Combining the fea-
ture pairs generated by Multiple Projections/Mappings. We applied
both with success to the ﬁve datasets we analyzed above.Acknowledgments
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